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DYSFUNCTIONAL? NEVER!

Presented by:
Stacy Taylor, MA, B.C.B.A.

Behavior Basics

Throughout their lifespan, you may observe the 
following in your child:

1.  Behavioral excesses(problem behaviors)
◦ Aggression
◦ Screaming /Crying
◦ Not following directions

Behavior Basics

2. Behavioral deficits (lacking skills)
◦ Communication
◦ Social skills
◦ Academics
◦ Following instructions 

Behavior Basics

3. Inappropriate stimulus control (behaviors 
occur in the wrong settings and or at the 
wrong times)

◦ Running in the classroom
◦ Climbing on the tables
◦ Talking while the teacher is talking
◦ Undressing in the middle of Target

Behavior Analysis

◦ A science based approach to address the 
behavioral needs – excesses, deficits, and 
behaviors occurring in the wrong place at the 
wrong time.

◦ Foundation for positive behavior support 
programs

Basic Principle of Behavior 
Analysis

Individual Environment
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Basic Principle of Behavior 
Analysis

◦Behavior produces consequences in the 
environment….the consequences strengthen 
the behavior:
◦ Ask for snack à snack is delivered
◦ Have a tantrum à get out of cleaning up
◦ Build a block towerà get praise recognition from 

teacher
◦ Hit a peer à get hit back

Goal of Behavior Analysis
◦ To make meaningful changes for people by 

arranging consequences that will:

◦ Strengthen appropriate, safe and useful behaviors 

◦ Eliminate  behaviors that are dangerous to the individual 
and/or others and that interfere with learning

DEFINING 
BEHAVIOR

Good vs. Bad Definitions

Behavioral Definitions

◦Must be objective definitions :
◦Observable 
◦ No internal states
◦ No assumptions about how the person “feels”
◦Only include what you can see

◦Help us measure behavior and collect 
data

WHY PEOPLE 
BEHAVE?

To survive a  human infant must 
meet certain needs
◦ Survival needs include:
◦ Food
◦Water
◦ Safety

◦ If these basic needs are not met what 
happens to the infant?
◦ He/she does not survive
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From the moment of birth

◦ The human infant struggles to survive

◦ The healthy human infant comes into the world 
equipped with an all purpose behavior that helps
her/him survive --

CRYING

We say that CRYING is Functional

◦Because…
◦When the infant is thirsty she
◦ Cries

◦When the infant is wet he
◦ Cries

◦When the infant is hungry she
◦ Cries

◦When the infant hears a loud noise and is startled 
he
◦ Cries

…and when the infant CRIES he 
gets
◦Water
◦ A change of diaper
◦Milk 
◦ Picked up by loving parent and caressed
◦ These events are powerful consequences that 

reinforce the infant’s crying behavior.

Crying is an all purpose 
behavior
And we say that crying is 

Functional
Why?

Because it produces a variety of effects in the 
environment that meet the infant’s needs.

Like crying…

All Behavior
is

Functional

Reinforcement

◦ Increase in behavior due to consequences

◦ Positive
◦ something is presented following a behavior and as a result, the 

behavior becomes more frequent

◦ Negative
◦ something is removed following a behavior and as a result, the 

behavior becomes more frequent
◦ Escaping/avoiding an aversive stimulus
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Examples :Positive Reinforcement
◦Mary asks for water – gets water
◦ Jake raises his hand – teacher calls on him
◦Mario brings Amy coffee – she says “thank 
you”
◦ Lila screams for a cookie – mom gives her a 
cookie
◦ Jeff acts silly– all the students laugh

◦ AND AS A RESULT, THESE BEHAVIORS OCCUR MORE 
FREQUENTLY!

Negative Reinforcement

◦ A behavior (e.g.. soiling pants; hiding) increases if 
it allows the individual to escape or avoid or 
postpone contact with an aversive event.

◦ Student cleans up to avoid time out; Mark sits 
quietly during circle to escape the teacher’s 
“lecture” about good listening.

Examples : Negative Reinforcement

◦Mom gives Janie a cookie – Janie stops screaming
◦ Steve puts on his sunglasses – the bright sunlight is 

reduced
◦ Joe presses a button on his alarm clock that turns 

off a loud alarm.
◦ AND AS A RESULT, THESE BEHAVIORS OCCUR MORE 

FREQUENTLY!

Two ways to increase an 
individual’s “ motivation” to 
behave
1. Deprive an individual of a positive reinforcer.

2. Create a state of aversive stimulation (the “threat”   
condition) to escape/avoid.

◦ Removal of toys (therefore children take turns)

◦ Getting in “trouble” (therefore Susie sits quietly at circle time)

◦ If a stimulus or event is aversive (a negative reinforcer) the 
individual will behave to avoid or escape contact with it.

DECREASING PROBLEM 
BEHAVIOR

“Punishment” and the Limitations of Aversive Control

Punishment defined…

◦ A stimulus or event that follows a response and 
decreases the frequency or future probability of the 
response.

◦Clinically speaking it is not..
◦ jail
◦ retribution
◦ pain
◦ a eye for an eye...
◦ he got what’s coming to him…
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Positive & Negative Punishment

◦Positive Punishment
◦ Response produces aversive stimulus
◦ Examples
◦ Hitting Sibling --------à Mom yells

◦Negative Punishment
◦ Response takes away a positive reinforcer
◦ Examples
◦ Excess talking –à lose recess time

◦ AND AS A RESULT, THESE BEHAVIORS OCCUR LESS FREQUENTLY!

Examples of punishment

◦When Sam hit his dad, his dad 
reprimanded him and this consequence 
has resulted in a decrease in hitting.
◦When four year old Casey threw a toy, her 
mom removed her from the play area. As 
a result, Casey’s throwing has decreased 
significantly.
◦When Susie hit her dad, her dad quickly 
put her in timeout, and as a result her 
hitting has reduced.

Limitations of Punishment 

◦ There are many problems with the use of 
punishment
◦We must always limit its use
◦ If we must use it to decrease a dangerous 

behavior we must follow the Least Restrictive 
Model

◦ Punishment must always be combined with positive reinforcement 
for alternative behaviors and must NEVER be used as the sole 
means of behavior management

The Problem with Punishment

◦ It DOES NOT TEACH your children anything
◦ While a child is in timeout there is no opportunity to learn 

anything (particularly in isolation timeout)

◦ Side effects
◦ Aggression
◦ Modeling
◦ Withdrawal

The Problem with Punishment 
(continued)
◦ Never use timeout or any other form of 

punishment without providing reinforcement for 
alternative behavior 

◦ It is unethical and immoral to eliminate a person’s 
behavior without replacing it

◦ 2-to-1 Rule – for every behavior we decrease with 
punishment we must increase at least 2 
alternative behaviors with reinforcement

Comparing 
Reinforcement and Punishment

◦ Reinforcement

◦ A stimulus or event 
that follows a 
response and 
increases the 
frequency or future 
probability of the 
response

◦ Punishment

◦ A stimulus or event that 
follows a response and 
decreases the 
frequency or future 
probability of the 
response
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

Teaching and Maintaining Desirable Behavior

Building Positive relationships 
with Children
• Is key to successful behavioral interventions. 

• Focus on desirable or appropriate behavior using 
reinforcement  (proactive)

Vs.

• Focus on undesirable or inappropriate behavior, 
taking away privileges, and using punishment 
(reactive)

Tip the Scales

Consequences for Behavior

Positive & Negative

Desirable 
Behaviors

Positive & Negative

Undesirable 
Behaviors

Create a strong home/school family

◦ Enrich the environment – so your child is 
engaged and motivated
◦ Provide reinforcers regularly as this 

communicates that you are watching, available 
and interested in more than just the task at hand
◦ “Catch the child being good” (behaving 

appropriately and REINFORCE )

Ignore Junk

Junk behavior is any age typical 
behavior that may be annoying, 
but is not physically harmful to self, 
others, or property.

Examples of Junk

◦Whining
◦Complaining
◦Making noises
◦What other “junk” 
behaviors might we 
ignore?
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Steps to Ignore Junk Behavior

1. Don’t say anything about the junk behavior. 
2. Don’t do anything to react to the junk 

behavior.
3. Do another activity independent of the child.
4. After junk behavior stops “catch the child 

being good”  (behaving appropriately) and 
reinforce appropriate behavior.  

5. After junk behavior stops redirect child 
towards a positive behavior and reinforce.

When Behavior Can Not Be Ignored

Behavior Can Not Be Ignored When:

◦ The behavior is physically harmful to the child, 
other persons, or property.

◦ The child does not know a better way to get 
attention as simply ignoring does not teach the 
appropriate alternative behavior.

Proactive Techniques for Building  
Good Relationships

1. Avoid coercion.

2. Stay close and available.

3. Give positive consequences for positive 
behaviors.

4. Ignore junk.

5.  Create clear rules/expectations.

6. Stop and redirect problem behaviors. 

7. Be consistent in all you do.

FUNCTIONAL 
ASSESSMENT

Approaches to behavior reduction

Reduction techniques

◦Extinction
◦ Time-out
◦Response cost
◦Differential reinforcement

…..and many more positive/negative 
punishers

Extinction
◦Reinforcement for a previously reinforced 
behavior is discontinued
◦Does the behavior decrease immediately?
◦ Two immediate effects
◦ Response burst  
◦ Response induction
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Timeout from Positive Reinforcement

◦Withdrawal of the opportunity to earn positive 
reinforcement

◦ Loss of access to reinforcers

◦Must be contingent on a specific behavior

Response cost

◦ Loss of a specific amount of reinforcement 
occurs, contingent upon the performance 
of an inappropriate behavior
◦ Example – reducing the length of recess time 

contingent on the student’s behavior in the 
classroom
◦ Example – taking away Wii or PS4 when a child 

refuses to share with a sibling

Differential reinforcement

◦Differential Reinforcement of 
Incompatible Behaviors (DRI):
◦ Pick specific behaviors to reinforce that are desirable and 

that serve the same functions (meet the same needs) and 
are topographically incompatible with the dangerous 
behavior

◦Differential Reinforcement of Alternative
Behaviors (DRA):
◦ Pick specific behaviors to reinforce that are desirable and 

that serve the same functions (meet the same needs) as the 
dangerous behavior

So many ideas….what to choose?
◦How do you choose a intervention?
◦ Is it based on the age of the child?
◦ Their cognitive level?
◦ Their diagnosis?
◦ The behavior in question?

The MOST important element is FUNCTION.

Functional Assessment

◦ Process for gathering information about a 
child/behavior that can be used to create a 
plan that is maximally effective and efficient.

◦Most important question when determining a 
consequence is WHY?

Remember…….

◦All behavior is functional
◦Why do we behave?
◦ Attention
◦ Escape/Avoidance
◦Gain access to a reinforcer
◦ Sensory needs
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Important Steps

◦Collect information
◦ Interview child and the staff
◦Direct observation
◦ ABC data

◦Develop hypotheses re: behavior

Narrative Recordings: 
Antecedent - Behavior - Consequence

◦ Take out your ABC data sheets.

◦ It is useful to describe events that occur just prior 
to (antecedent of) the target behavior, why?

◦Why is it important to describe the consequences 
produced by the behavior?       

Asked Michael to come to 
circle time.

Screamed, ran the 
other direction

Ignored.

Michael was working on a 
puzzle.

Screamed, threw 
puzzle pieces

Told Michael to be gentle 
and helped him complete 
the puzzle.

Hypotheses

◦You’ve collected information…what do 
you think is going on? 
◦ Remember to be objective
◦ Use your ABC data to come up with 

reasonable explanations

Competing Behavior Model
◦ Helps “map out” a behavior plan

◦ Specifies target replacement behavior to keep  
your team focused on teaching

◦Gold standard in the science of learning and 
behavior

◦Must make problem behaviors irrelevant, 
ineffective, and inefficient
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Be a Proactive Pro!
◦ Sometimes described as antecedent 
strategies
◦May include:
◦ Rules
◦ Checklists/Schedules
◦ Role playing
◦ Timers
◦ “Social Stories”
◦ Token/Point systems

Teaching Tips
◦ Inappropriate behaviors are a result of weak 
repertoires. 
◦Communication, foundational, academic, 
adaptive, etc.
◦Use assessments if appropriate to help fill in 
missing skills

◦Every behavior plan must include a teaching 
component 
◦ Specifically a replacement behavior for the 
problem behavior

Reinforcer Review

q Focus on providing choice to the child
q Don’t choose for them

q Vary choices to help prevent satiation

q Accept the child’s reinforcer
q This can always be shaped once new 

behaviors are established.

Thank you!

Enjoy the rest of your day!

Like us on FaceBook

www.facebook.com/advancebehavior

Want more info or a Skype Consult?

info@advancebehavior.com
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